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1. Introduction

Microorganisms are able to produce a wide range of valuable chemicals and materials, and microbial fermentation is widely used as an alternative route for the production of chemicals in industry[1]. The key elements that determine the efficiency of a fermentation process are high titer, high yield, high productivity and process robustness[2]. These parameters are highly dependent on the host microorganism. In order to enhance the metabolic capabilities of the host microorganism, early research focused on screening appropriate microorganisms that naturally overproduce target products and improving their performance by random mutagenesis and by optimizing the fermentation processes. With the advent of metabolic engineering, many different genetic or metabolic engineering strategies have been adopted to improve the metabolic capabilities of the host strains, including relief of feedback inhibition, deletion of competing pathways, up-regulation of primary biosynthetic pathways, re-direction of central metabolism towards the target pathway, over-expression of export processes and insertion of new metabolic pathways. More recently, the emergence of systems biology integrated with metabolic engineering has provided a comprehensive understanding of microbial physiology, followed by a more global-wide identification of the target genes to be manipulated[3]. Those approaches have been proven to be powerful in developing microbial strains for the commercial production of organic acids[4], amino acids, biofuels and pharmaceuticals[5,6,7]. Nevertheless, problems such as the accumulation of toxic intermediates or metabolic stress resulting in decreased cellular fitness are still far from being solved. Over-expression, deletion or introduction of heterologous genes in target metabolic pathways does not always result in the desired phenotype. A good example is the attempts to increase the glycolytic flux, which cannot be increased by individual or combinational over-expression of genes encoding the key enzymes in either a eukaryotic or prokaryotic microorganism[8]. The essence of the problems listed above lies in the fact that, in addition to the modification of key genes by metabolic engineering, the researcher needs to study the effects of the internal environment (e.g. the intracellular energy charge and the interior redox potential and intracellular pH) on the phenotype, based on an accurate analysis of the metabolic network structure. If such an approach is adopted, manipulation of the form and level of intracellular cofactors can potentially be an efficient strategy for obtaining a desired phenotype.
In 1998, Hugenholtz from Delft University of Technology introduced the *nox-2* gene, which encodes the H$_2$O-forming NADH oxidase, into *Lactococcus lactis* resulting in a shift from homolactic to mixed-acid fermentation during aerobic glucose catabolism. The magnitude of the shift was directly dependent on the level of NADH oxidase overproduced$^9$. This result is different from that of metabolic engineering. Most current metabolic engineering strategies have focused on manipulating enzyme levels through the amplification, interruption or addition of a metabolic pathway. The cofactors involved in microbial physiology include ATP / ADP / AMP, NADH / NAD$^+$, NADPH / NADP$^+$, acetyl coenzyme A and its derivatives, vitamins and trace elements. As illustrated in KEGG (www.kegg.com)$^{10}$, cofactors are essential to a large number of biochemical reactions; for example, NADH is involved in 740 biochemical reactions with 433 enzymes and NADPH is involved in 887 biochemical reactions with 462 enzymes (Table 1, updated in Mar 30, 2011). Their manipulation is expected to have substantial effects on metabolic networks. Cofactor engineering, therefore, has potential as a tool for metabolic manipulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATP</th>
<th>ADP</th>
<th>NADH</th>
<th>NAD$^+$</th>
<th>NADPH</th>
<th>NADP$^+$</th>
<th>CoA</th>
<th>Acetyl-CoA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>496</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The reactions and enzymes involved with nucleotide cofactors, as listed in KEGG

### 2. Strategies and applications of ATP manipulation

ATP, a kind of nucleotide, widely serves as substrate, product, activator or and inhibitor in metabolic networks. Based on these four basic functions, the demand and supply of ATP could affect active transportation, peptide folding, subunit assembly, protein relocation and phosphorylation, cell morphology, signal transduction, and stress response. Through these complicated physiology process, ATP is involved in many metabolic pathways and production of almost all of the metabolites by industrial strains. Therefore, the manipulation of ATP supply and demand could be a powerful tool to increase the metabolic performance of industrial strains. Substrate-level phosphorylation (anaerobic conditions) and oxidative phosphorylation (aerobic conditions) were two different ATP regeneration pathways. It seems that manipulation of oxidative phosphorylation was a more efficient way to regulate the intracellular ATP concentration, because under aerobic conditions, most ATP production origin from oxidative phosphorylation pathway. It is conceivable that NADH availability, electron transfer chain (ETC), proton gradient, F$_0$F$_1$-ATPase and oxygen supply could all be regulatory candidates for manipulating the intracellular ATP availability.

#### 2.1 Strategies for manipulation ATP availability

Intracellular NADH, produced from glycolysis, fatty acid oxidation, and the citric acid cycle, can be converted to NAD in three separate ways. Under aerobic growth, NADH oxidation occurs through ETC, in which oxygen is used as the final electron acceptor, and a large
amount of ATP is produced. Under anaerobic growth and in the absence of an alternate oxidizing agent, the oxidation of NADH can occur by fermentative pathways, such as aldehyde dehydrogenase\(^\text{[11]}\), or lactate dehydrogenase\(^\text{[12]}\). In this case, energy production is mainly from substrate-level phosphorylation. NADH can also be directly oxidized into water and NAD through NADH oxidase\(^\text{[13]}\). Therefore, manipulating the availability and oxidation pathway of NADH may be an efficient strategy to manipulate the intracellular ATP level.

There are three different strategies to manipulate the NADH availability to adjust the intracellular ATP content, based on NADH-related metabolic pathways. Firstly, manipulating NADH availability through over-expression or deletion of the key NADH-related enzymes, such as \(\text{ackA}\) (acetate kinase)\(^\text{[14]}\), \(\text{aldA}\) (aldehyde dehydrogenase)\(^\text{[11]}\), \(\text{ldh}\) (lactate dehydrogenase), and \(\text{pfl}\) (pyruvate formate-lyase). Secondly, supplement the culture medium with specific substrates for NAD-dependent dehydrogenase, such as formate, citrate and oxalate. Finally, overexpression of NADH oxidase genes, such as \(\text{noxE}\) from \(\text{Lactococcus lactis}\) or \(\text{nox}\) from \(\text{Streptococcus pneumoniae}\), that oxidize NADH into NAD and water without ATP regeneration\(^\text{[13]}\).

Complex I, II, III and IV are the key components of ETC and play the vital role in ATP production. Focusing on those four different complexes, three separate strategies have been used to disrupt the ETC's capacity to reduce energy production. To decrease ATP content by disrupting ETC, specific inhibitors of ETC components were added to the culture broth and a reduced ATP level was observed\(^\text{[15]}\). For yeast \(\text{T. glabrata}\), when 10 mg·L\(^{-1}\) rotenone or antimycin A was added to the culture broth at the mid-exponential growth phase, the intracellular ATP level decreased 43% and 27.7%, respectively\(^\text{[8]}\). The second strategy was deficiency of key components by mutagenesis or genetic operation. The deficiency of cytochrome \(\text{aa}_3\) and \(\text{b}\) in yeast led to an energy level decrease of 25%. The third method was disruption of ETC by ectopic expression of some enzymes, such as alternative oxidase (AOX1) from \(\text{Histoplasma capsulatum}\)\(^\text{[16]}\), which disrupted ETC through oxidation of electrons and decreased ATP supply.

In aerobic growth, when oxygen is used as the final electron acceptor of the ETC, the abundance of oxygen in culture broth is the decisive environmental factor of ATP production, especially for some fermentation processes, which are high-density, high-viscous and high-energy requiring. Many studies have demonstrated that an increased ATP supply can be achieved by increasing oxygen supply. In the past decades, the strategies of process control and genetic modification have been applied to enhance the ATP production efficiency through increasing oxygen supply. The first strategy can be further divided into two different approaches. One is controlling the aeration rate through the agitation speed in bioreactors, or aeration with pure oxygen\(^\text{[17,18,19]}\). Many complicated oxygen-supply control strategies were developed based on these simple methods. Another approach is adding oxygen vectors to the culture broth, such as \(n\)-hexane, \(n\)-heptane and \(n\)-dodecane, result in high oxygen solubility in culture broth. In an example of a genetic strategy, hemoglobin from \(\text{Vitreoscilla}\) (\(\text{vgb}\)) was ectopically expressed in different industrial strain to improve oxygen transfer by binding oxygen at low extracellular oxygen content\(^\text{[20]}\).

\(\text{F}_0\text{F}_1\)-ATPase, the final component of oxidative phosphorylation, plays the central role in ATP production. Three different methods have been performed to reduce the intracellular ATP by decreasing \(\text{F}_0\text{F}_1\)-ATPase activity. The first was supplementing the culture medium with an external and specific inhibitor of \(\text{F}_0\text{F}_1\)-ATPase, such as oligomycin, neomycin and
N',N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide[21]. The second was genetic manipulation and traditional mutation of F₀F₁-ATPase[22]. In prokaryotic microorganisms, Bacillus subtilis and Corynebacterium glutamicum mutants defective in the activity of F₀F₁-ATPase have a decreased ATP supply and intracellular ATP level, thus increasing ATP demand through the glycolytic pathway[23]. For yeast Torulopsis glabrata, mutagenesis to decrease F₀F₁-ATPase activity by about 65% decreased the intracellular ATP level by 24%[24]. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, F₀F₁-ATPase may be under strict regulation by autologous ATPase inhibitor peptides, such as IF1, which could affect the oligomerization of F₀F₁-ATPase and thus affect its activity[25]. All three methods described above used down-regulation of F₀F₁-ATPase. Over-expression of F₀F₁-ATPase was believed to be a most direct method for up-regulation of activity of the enzyme complex, which is not achieved for a long period. A most recent study has shown that over-expression of a mitochondrial ATP6 gene from Arabidopsis thaliana in S. cerevisiae and A. thaliana could effective enhance the activity of F₀F₁-ATPase and ATP regeneration, thus enhance the tolerance to several kind of common stress[26].

2.2 Applications of ATP manipulation

The strategies to enhance the concentration, the yield, and the productivity of the target metabolites with ATP-based manipulation could be divided into three groups: (1) decreasing ATP supply; (2) increasing ATP supply; (3) multi-phase ATP-supply regulation strategies. The ultimate objective of ATP manipulation is to achieve the highest product concentration, the highest yield and the highest productivity, singly or in combination. In the past decades, ATP-oriented bioprocess optimization has developed expeditiously, and has successfully extended the boundaries of metabolic engineering. Here we present some representative works to further illustrate the concept of bioprocess optimization based on the regulation of ATP availability.

A higher target metabolite concentration in the fermentation broth increases the bioreactor utility and reduces the expense for the subsequent extraction process. Regulation of the ATP availability in industrial strain could further increase the target metabolite concentration. Three examples are presented to illustrate the feasibility of further increasing target metabolite concentration by increasing ATP supply.

Studies had demonstrated that a continuous and abundant supply of ATP was essential for glutathione (GSH) synthesis and secretion. A direct, efficient, but costly method to further increase GSH production is to supplement the culture broth with pure ATP, although this is too expensive to use on an industrial scale. Since 1978, researchers have been attempting to establish a coupled system for GSH production using genetically engineered Escherichia coli with gshI/gshII for GSH synthesis and permeabilized S. cerevisiae for ATP regeneration. Recently, using an improved coupling system, a high GSH concentration of 8.92 mM was achieved without supplement of ATP[27]. Another example is the enhancement of xanthan gum concentration by increasing ATP supply through two different methods. The first concentrated on the improvement of oxygen supply to increase ATP production. The second was to feed cells with an extra energy source, such as citric acid. It was interesting that the average molecular weight of xanthan gum was also improved by increasing ATP supply. With pulse-feeding of citric acid, similar results for the synthesis of poly-γ-glutamate (PGA) from glutamate by Bacillus subtilis (35 g L⁻¹ PGA concentration and 1 g L⁻¹ h⁻¹ PGA productivity) was also achieved[28].

Increasing the fermentation productivity is an efficient way to increase the economy of bioprocess, because a high productivity decreases the fermentation period, the cost of
equipment and energy expenditure. For this aim, it is extremely important to increase the rate of carbon flux through central metabolic pathways, e.g. the glycolytic pathway and the citric acid cycle. It has been demonstrated that the flux through the glycolytic pathway towards energy production is enhanced by decreasing the energy level of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. It has been shown that mutants with a deficiency in ATP synthase have a decreased intracellular ATP level, resulting in an accelerated glycolytic flux and enhanced productivity\cite{19,23,24}.

On the other hand, an elevated intracellular ATP level can also improve the productivity of some metabolites. For hyaluronic acid (HA) production by \textit{Streptococcus zooepidemicus}, it has been shown that cell growth and HA production are closely associated with ATP level in fermentation processes by metabolic flux analysis. The continuous production of HA by increasing the supply of ATP through glucose limitation and increased yeast extract supply, could reduce the time spent on repeated bioreactor cleaning processes, thus improving the total productivity.

During fine or bulk chemicals production by industrial strain, many byproducts, such as acetic acid, lactic acid and glycerol, are secreted into the culture broth. The accumulation of byproducts results in a decrease in the yield of product on substrate and an increase in the bioprocess cost, and the environmental burden. The following examples illustrate how to decrease the byproduct formation by manipulating ATP-related metabolic pathways\cite{29,30}.

For production of penicillin and its derivatives by \textit{Penicillium chrysogenum}, a higher ATP supply is required for the fast growth of \textit{P. chrysogenum}. Moreover, both the synthesis (73 mol of ATP per mol of penicillin-G) and secretion of penicillin are high ATP-requiring processes. The ATP supply during these processes is very important and should be under strict regulation. Otherwise, organic acids and other intermediate metabolites accumulate in the culture broth due to the deficiency of ATP. Previous research showed that a low oxygen supply can result in a decrease in the yield of penicillin on glucose. In order to further increase the penicillin G yield on glucose, 200 mM of formate was co-fed to penicillin G cultures as an energy source. As a result, the yield of biomass or penicillin G on glucose increased from 49% to 62%,\cite{31,32,33}.

Lactic acid production is an anaerobic process, in which all of ATP is generated from glycolysis. A high yield of lactic acid on glucose was achieved by increasing ATP demand and accelerating the glycolytic flux through deficiency of pyruvate-formate-lyase (\textit{pfl}) and oxygen limitation. Increasing ATP demand promoted the rate of glycolysis and inhibited the synthesis of byproducts under the oxygen limitation condition. Moreover, the deficiency of \textit{pfl} efficiently eliminated the accumulation of formate. By this strategy, the yield of lactic acid on glucose was improved by 72.5%,\cite{12,34}.

During the bioprocess, industrial strain may encounter a series of environmental stresses, such as acid, cold, oxidative and osmotic changes. As a consequence, the survival, growth, and metabolic function of industrial strain are affected by those stresses. A number of environmental stress resistance mechanisms have been identified and characterized. It was hypothesized that the supply of ATP plays significant roles in facilitating the stress response of industrial strain, through active transport and signaling pathways\cite{35,36}. The primary mechanism by which industrial strain survive high stress is to control the intracellular environment by membrane-bound ATPases, which translocate specific ions to the environment at the expense of ATP hydrolysis. A deficiency in those ATPases greatly weakens the cells' resistance to environmental challenges, resulting in the cessation of growth and target metabolite accumulation. For instance, a mutant of \textit{S. cerevisiae} deficient
in the activity of vacuolar proton-translocating ATPase has chronic oxidative stress. Both the aluminum and NaCl tolerance were sharply decreased in an S. cerevisiae strain deficient in the H+-ATPase. In contrast, it is well documented that the tolerance of S. cerevisiae to high ethanol content is improved with increased ATP level. An enhanced ATPase system could well facilitate the cells in dealing with harsher conditions[37,38,39].

The ATP-based stress-induced signaling pathways have been widely studied in industrial strain. ATP was an essential substrate for signal pathways. Several signal transduction nodes in the high osmotic glycerol (HOG) pathway were shown to use ATP as an energy source in protecting against high osmotic stress. Similarly, ATP also facilitated signaling in other stress response networks, such as the signal of cold stress, heat stress and oxidative stress. In turn, some signaling pathways could also affect ATP synthesis under stress. In Streptococcus, mutants deficient in the minimally conserved bacterial signal recognition particle (SRP) elements remain viable but are more sensitive to environmental stress because the SRP deficiency decreases ATPase activity and limits the ATP supply[40,41]. It was found that industrial strain grown on high environmental stress have a high ATP demand[42] and increase ATP supply[43] could well facilitate the resistance to stress. However, most researches are focused on ATP-related mechanisms or phenomenon description during resistance to different stresses. Few reports are available on the deliberately up-regulating ATP levels to enhance the ability of industrial strain to deal with stress challenges.

3. Strategies and applications of NADH manipulation

![Diagram of metabolic pathways involving NADH and NAD+]

Fig. 1. An illustration of the broad use of the cofactor couple NADH/NAD+ in different metabolic reactions involved in the production of key metabolic products identified as platform chemicals.

As the predominant redox product of catabolism, NADH has been found to be involved in more than 700 biochemical reactions in the microbial metabolic network (Table 1). Its
Manipulation strategy | Results/conclusion | Ref.
--- | --- | ---
**Biochemical engineering** |  |  |
Feeding external electron acceptors |  |  |
Acetaldehyde | Decreased NADH/NAD+ ratio | [47]
Fumarate or nitrate | Decreased NADH/NAD+ ratio | [48]
Acetoin | Decreased NADH level | [49,50]
Pyrurate, citrate, O2 or fructose | Decreased NAD(P)H level | [51]
Furfural | Decreased NADH level | [52]
Adding carbon sources with different oxidation states |  |  |
Sorbitol | Increased NADH availability | [44]
Glucorionate | Decreased NADH/NAD+ ratio | [53]
Adding a NAD+ precursor |  |  |
Nicotinic acid | Increased NAD+ level | [47]
Altering culture conditions |  |  |
Lower temperature | Increased NADH/NAD+ ratio |  |
Increased dissolved oxygen level | Increased NADH availability | [54]
Extracellular oxidoreduction potential | Decreased NAD+/NADH ratio in a relatively oxidative environment | [55]
**Metabolic engineering** |  |  |
Over-expressing enzymes association with NADH metabolism |  |  |
Nicotinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase | Increased NAD+ levels and decreased NADH/NAD+ ratio | [56]
Eliminating NADH competition pathways |  |  |
Inactivating aldehyde dehydrogenase | Increased NADH availability | [57]
Deactivating adhE, ldhA and ack-pta, simultaneously | Increased NADH availability | [58]
Introducing heterogeneous NADH metabolic pathways |  |  |
H2O-NADH oxidase | Decreased NADH level and NADH/NAD+ ratio | [59]
Alternative oxidase | Decreased NADH/NAD+ ratio | [60]
NAD+-dependent formate dehydrogenase | Increased NADH availability | [53,61]

Table 2. Manipulation strategies of NADH

physiological roles can be divided into five aspects (Fig. 1): (1) regulation of energy metabolism - NADH uses oxygen as the final electron acceptor to produce a large quantity of ATP through the electron transport chain in mitochondria; (2) adjustment of the microbial intracellular redox state - NADH/NAD+ is the main index of redox potential; (3) manipulation of carbon flux - NADH can redistribute carbon flux by activating or inhibiting
key enzymes in the target metabolic pathway; (4) modification of mitochondrial function - NADH can modify mitochondrial function by affecting mitochondrial permeability, controlling the mitochondrial membrane anion channel and increasing the mitochondrial membrane potential; (5) regulation of cell life cycle. Based on the above, it is conceivable that NADH/NAD+ could potentially act as an efficient tool to manipulate microbial growth and phenotype. In general, there are two different manipulation strategies for NAD(H+/') availability (Table 2): (1) biochemical engineering approaches that include feeding external electron acceptors, adding carbon sources with different oxidation potentials or NAD synthesis precursors to the fermentation broth and controlling the culture conditions, such as the dissolved oxygen content, temperature and extracellular oxidoreduction potential[44,45]; (2) metabolic engineering methods such as over-expressing enzymes associated with NAD+(NADH) metabolism, eliminating NAD+(NADH) competition pathways and introducing an NAD+(NADH) regeneration system[46]. These strategies have been proven to provide efficient control of the intracellular NAD+(NADH) content.

3.1 Manipulation of NADH availability through biochemical engineering approaches

Many reports have demonstrated that aldehydes, ketones, organic acids, molecular nitrogen or nitrate can be used as internal electron acceptors to enhance NADH oxidation to maintain an optimum oxidoreduction level (using the NADH/NAD+ ratio as the index) in industrial microorganisms. For example, during the heterofermentative lactic acid fermentation by Lactobacillus strains with hexose as the substrate, fructose, pyruvate, citrate, and O₂ were separately fed to the fermentation broth as external electron acceptors to accelerate the oxidation rate of NADH, to increase the growth rate of the lactic acid bacteria and to decrease the production of the byproducts erythritol and glycerol. When the external electron receptor acetoin was supplemented to the process of ethanol fermentation by Saccharomyces cerevisiae TMB3001 and Fusarium oxysporum with xylose as the substrate, the intracellular NAD+ content and the yield of ethanol were efficiently increased. Another example was 4 mM acetyldehyde fed to the culture broth of T. glabrata, which led to a decrease in the NADH/NAD+ ratio to 0.22 and improvement in the glucose consumption rate and the pyruvate titer of 26.3% and 22.5%, respectively.

When glucose, sorbitol and gluconate were compared as carbon sources in microbial glycolysis, sorbitol produced more NADH than glucose while gluconate was transformed directly to pyruvate with no NADH production. Therefore, the oxidation states of these three different carbon sources were -1 (sorbitol), 0 (glucose) and +1 (gluconate). It is thus conceivable that these carbon sources will have a pronounced effect on the intracellular NADH/NAD+ ratio and subsequently on the carbon flux distribution. In a series of chemostat experiments under anaerobic conditions, San et al used three different carbon sources as a simple way of manipulating the cellular NADH/NAD+ ratio from 0.51 (gluconate) to 0.75 (glucose) to 0.94 (sorbitol). The changes in the NADH/NAD+ ratio increased the ethanol to acetate ratio from 1.00 with glucose to 3.62 with sorbitol and decreased it to 0.29 with gluconate. This result provided a simple method for manipulating the distribution of metabolic flux to the desired metabolites. In the case of succinate production by an engineered strain of E. coli, supplementation of sorbitol made the intracellular NADH content increase to 0.33 mmol/DCW and, as a result, the titer and yield of succinate increased by 96% and 81%, respectively.

In microbial cells, there are two different NAD synthesis pathways for maintaining the total NADH/NAD+ intracellular pool: the de novo pathway and the pyridine nucleotide salvage
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For the de novo pathway, NAD is synthesized from aspartate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate. The pyridine nucleotide salvage pathway recycles intracellular NADH breakdown products, such as nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN), as well as other preformed pyridine compounds from the environment, such as nicotinamide and nicotinic acid (NA). As the NA concentration (8 mg/L) increased in the fermentation medium of *T. glabrata*, the glucose consumption rate and the pyruvate concentration increased by 48.4% and 29%, respectively.

External environmental conditions, such as the dissolved oxygen concentration and temperature, also modulate the intracellular NADH, NAD\(^+\) and ATP levels, thus shifting the metabolic pattern. Under oxygen limited conditions, oxidation of NADH in *Aspergillus niger* mainly depends on mannitol-phosphate dehydrogenase. When the dissolved oxygen concentration increased from 1% to 10%, the intracellular NADH content in *T. glabrata* IFO 0005 increased by 50%; however, the intracellular NADH content did not continue to increase with further increases in the dissolved oxygen concentration. Under conditions of high dissolved oxygen, the specific enzyme activities and gene expression levels of NAD\(^+\)-related glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, malate dehydrogenase and isocitrate dehydrogenase were significantly increased, but the activities of NAD\(^+\)-related enzymes in the TCA cycle were significantly inhibited. Singh et al demonstrated that *Pseudomonas fluorescens* could adjust NAD\(^+\) kinase and NADP\(^+\) phosphatase activity to supply enough NADPH while limiting NADH synthesis. According to the fact that microbial cells demand different NADH availabilities at different dissolved oxygen concentrations, Liu et al have shown that the NADH/NAD\(^+\) ratio was efficiently reduced by adding acetaldehyde to the *T. glabrata* fermentation broth at 20% dissolved oxygen content. The reduction in NADH/NAD\(^+\) led to increases in the pyruvate titer, yield and productivity of 68%, 44% and 45%, respectively. For the case of temperature effects on NADH availability, Cuihua Wang et al demonstrated that lower temperatures are beneficial to higher NADH/NAD\(^+\) ratios in *T. glabrata*.

The extracellular oxidoreduction potential (ORP) of the fermentation medium is a comprehensive index of environmental conditions, essentially depending on the chemical composition, pH, temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration of the culture medium. Many reports have revealed that ORP plays a major role in the distribution of carbon flux through changes in the activities of key enzymes that have a metal cofactor in the active site. Du suggested that ORP manipulates the NADH level by affecting the activities of some NADH- or NAD\(^+\)-related enzymes that participate in electron transcription. Another example was presented by Qin et al, when potassium ferricyanide was added to the *T. glabrata* culture broth at 20% DO concentration, leading to the NADH content, NADH/NAD\(^+\) ratio and ATP level decreasing by 45.3%, 60.3% and 15.2%, respectively. As a consequence, the specific glucose consumption rate increased by 45.5%.

### 3.2 Manipulation of NADH availability through metabolic engineering strategies

The second strategy that can be used to manipulate NADH availability is the metabolic engineering approach. The application of genetic and metabolic engineering has the potential to considerably affect NADH availability through the amplification, addition or deletion of NAD-related metabolic pathways. Two distinct genetic engineering methods can be used: the first approach aims at increasing the total NAD(H\(^+/\)) pool while the second approach focuses on changing the NADH/NAD\(^+\) ratio. It is also conceivable that a
combination of these two approaches may lead to both an increased NAD(H/+) pool and an increased ratio. As previously mentioned, nicotinic acid can be used to directly synthesize nicotinate mononucleotide, a direct precursor of NAD, catalyzed by nicotinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase (NAPRTase; EC2.4.2.11). This enzyme is encoded by the pncB gene. San et al have found that the total level of NAD(H/+) in *E. coli* was increased by 26% but the NADH/NAD+ ratio did not exhibit a consistent trend when the pncB gene was over-expressed. Similarly, Heuser et al over-produced the pncB and nadE genes, encoding nicotinic acid phosphoribosyltransferase and NAD synthetase in *E. coli*, which led to increases in the total NAD(H) and NADP(H) pools of 7-fold and 2-fold, respectively. For the NAD*-dependent dehydrogenase, Cordier et al manipulated NADH regeneration and decreased NADH consumption through deletion of ADH1 and over-expression of ALD3, encoding, respectively, the major NAD*-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase and a cytosolic NAD*-dependent aldehyde dehydrogenase. As a metabolic response to the changing levels of intracellular NADH/NAD+, the engineered *S. cerevisiae* secreted 0.46 g glycerol/g glucose at a rate of 3.1 mmol/g dry mass/h in aerated batch cultures. Another example in *S. cerevisiae* is over-expression of mitochondrial malic enzyme, which has a pronounced effect on the intracellular NAD(P)(H) pool. It was found that the total levels of NAD(H/+) remained constant when the mitochondrial malic enzyme was over-expressed but decreased by 34% with over-expression of the cytosolic malic enzyme; both mitochondrial and cytosolic malic enzymes efficiently decreased the NADH/NAD+ ratio. For NADP(H), the over-expression of mitochondrial malic enzyme decreased the total levels of NADP(H/+) by 17% and the ratio of NADPH/NADP by 6%.

The second approach to manipulating NADH is the deletion or weakening of the NADH competition pathways (Fig.2), to redirect NADH to the target metabolic pathway to enhance the production of the desired metabolites. By inactivating aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) in *Klebsiella pneumonia*, an enzyme that competes with 1,3-PD oxidoreductase for NADH, the final titer, the productivity of 1,3-PD and the yield of 1,3-PD relative to glycerol reached 927.6 mmol L−1, 14.05 mmol L−1 h−1 and 0.699 mol mol−1, respectively. During the production of glycerol from glucose with *S. cerevisiae*, Geertman adopted a series of metabolic engineering strategies, which included: (1) maintaining flexibility at fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase and triosephosphate isomerase; (2) deleting pyruvate decarboxylases, NADH dehydrogenases and glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; (3) feeding formate, to make the glycerol yield from glucose reach 1.08 mol mol−1. Similarly, inactivation of competing NADH pathways (alcohol dehydrogenase and lactate dehydrogenase) and heterologous production of pyruvate carboxylase (PYC) in *E. coli*, to provide maximum quantities of NADH for succinate synthesis, led to achievement of a succinate yield from glucose of 1.31 mol/mol. Based on the above result, Sanchez et al reconstructed a recombinant *E. coli* strain with deactivated adhE, ldhA and ack-pta and, by activating the glyoxylate pathway through the inactivation of iclR, reduced the NADH demand for production of a mole of succinate from 2 moles to 1.25 moles.

The third approach for manipulating NADH is heterologous production of oxido-reduction related enzymes, to change the ways NADH is regenerated or oxidized, thus changing the ratio NADH/NAD+. In microbial cells, cytosolic NADH needs to shuttle to the mitochondria and be oxidized. It is conceivable that an increase in the efficiency and rate of NADH oxidation may be achieved through over-expression of water-forming NADH oxidase, which directly oxidizes NADH to NAD+ in the cytoplasm. In *L. lactis*, the
heterologous expression of water-forming NADH oxidase led to a significantly decreased NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio and to a shift from homolactic to mixed-acid fermentation. Over-expression of the \textit{noxE} gene, encoding the water-forming NADH oxidase in \textit{S. cerevisiae}, resulted in decreases in the level of NADH and the NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio of 5- and 6-fold, respectively. As a consequence, the glucose consumption rate increased by 10%. In mitochondria, the over-expression of NADH alternative oxidase redirects the NADH oxidation pathway from the oxidative phosphorylation pathway to alternative oxidation and could effectively decrease the NADH/NAD$^+$ ratio and ATP content. In addition to accelerated NADH oxidation, some specific metabolite syntheses require a large quantity of NADH. Therefore, increasing the NADH availability is the limiting step for improving the production efficiency of the target metabolites. To this aim, Zhao et al. significantly increased NADH availability through over-expression of phosphite dehydrogenase (PTDH), which catalyzes phosphate to phosphite and reduces NAD$^+$ to NADH, from \textit{Pseudomonas stutzeri}. Similarly, Berrios-Rivera et al reconstructed an efficient NADH regeneration pathway in \textit{E. coli} through over-expression of NAD$^+$-dependent formate dehydrogenase from \textit{Candida boidinii}, replacing the corresponding enzyme, which does not depend on any cofactor. The mutant exhibited high NADH synthesis ability, from 1 mole to 4 moles (under aerobic conditions) and 3 moles (under anaerobic conditions) per mole glucose.

![Fig. 2. The NADH competing pathway at the pyruvate node](image.png)

### 4. Strategies and applications of CoA manipulation

As acetyl carriers, coenzyme A (CoA) (Table 2) and its derivatives, acetyl-CoA, succinyl coenzyme A (succinyl-CoA) and malonyl coenzyme A (malonyl-CoA), are involved in more than 600 biochemical reactions in microbial cell metabolism. Acetyl-CoA is an essential intermediate in many energy-yielding metabolic pathways and is a substrate in enzymatic
Table 3. CoA and its thioester derivatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Exact mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H13O2Py5</td>
<td>809.1258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H14O2Py5</td>
<td>911.1575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Hydroxybutyryl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H15O2Py5</td>
<td>853.1530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malonyl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H13O2Py5</td>
<td>824.1414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinyl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H13O2Py5</td>
<td>824.1414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propionyl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H13O2Py5</td>
<td>824.1414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isovaleryl-CoA</td>
<td></td>
<td>C22H13O2Py5</td>
<td>824.1414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Involvement of CoA and its derivates in metabolic networks

production of industrially useful compounds such as esters and lipid molecules. As illustrated in Fig. 3, CoA and its derivatives take part in a variety of metabolic functions,
such as the citric acid cycle, fatty acid synthesis and decomposition, macromolecule fat
synthesis, amino acid metabolism, ketogenesis, sterol synthesis and as regulators to control
some key enzymes in specific metabolic pathway[62,63].

4.1 Strategies of CoA manipulation
The total levels of CoA and its derivatives are dependent on the kinds and amounts of
carbon sources in the fermentation medium. When E. coli were grown on a medium with
glucose as the sole carbon source, the content of CoA reached a maximum value (400
umol/L) with acetyl-CoA as a derivative. However, the content of CoA decreased to 100
umol/L when the E. coli culture medium contained the amino acid mixture from casein
hydrolysis. For pantothenic acid auxotrophic strains, the intracellular CoA content is
determined by the concentration of acetate (or carboxylic acid salt). Due to the fact that the
auxotrophic strain does not synthesize pantothenic acid when grown on a limited medium
with glucose as the sole carbon source, this leads to a deficiency of succinyl-CoA for the
synthesis of amino acids and proteins; as a consequence, the growth of the microbial cells is
very slow. For the acetic acid auxotrophic E. coli strain, the intracellular acetyl-CoA level is
low, and the total CoA level decreases with the hydrolysis and further metabolism of CoA.
In contrast, the intracellular CoA level significantly increases with over-expression of CoA
synthase in E. coli, and supplementation of pantothenic acid in the medium results in an
increase in acetate production. Furthermore, it was found that the addition of acetate does
not increase the acetyl-CoA content, but decreases the acetate concentration in the medium
quickly reduce the level of intracellular acetyl-CoA. The kinds of carbon sources also have a
pronounced effect on the CoA/acetyl-CoA ratio. Many studies have shown that the level of
intracellular acetyl-CoA rapidly increases when microbial cells use D-glucose, D-fructose, D-
mannose, glycerol or sorbitol as the sole carbon source, but remains constant with L-glucose,
sucrose, maltose, succinate or acetate as the carbon source. Compared with that of glucose
as a carbon source, acetate as the carbon source has a high CoA/acetyl-CoA ratio[64]. When
microbial cells switched from acetate to glucose, the intracellular CoA level increased 50%.
Consistent with this result, an increase in the CoA/acetyl-CoA ratio was observed.
Furthermore, it was found that the specific activity of CoA synthase decreased with a shift
from glucose to acetate[65]. This result demonstrated that CoA synthase is not sensitive to
acetyl-CoA. Based on these findings, Lee et al enhanced PHB production by increasing
intracellular acetyl-CoA and acetoacetyl-CoA levels in E. coli by adding a synthetic nitrogen-
based amino acid and oleic acid[66].

4.2 Applications of CoA manipulation
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the ratio of acetyl-CoA/CoA is a key
index that reflects the metabolic state of carbon and energy metabolism during the
fermentation process. San et al over-expressed pantothenate kinase in E. coli, by a
combination of pantothenic acid addition, to significantly increase the intracellular CoA
level. As a metabolic response to the change in CoA level, the carbon flux redistributed to
isoamyl acetate, resulting in a significantly increased titer and yield of isoamyl acetate[67,68].
Similarly, the over-expression of pantothenate kinase gene also increased the CoA level (10-
fold), acetyl-CoA level (5-fold) and the acetyl-CoA/CoA ratio, which channeled more
carbon flux into acetate formation and to excessive accumulation of acetate[69].
Apart from metabolic engineering strategies, the biochemical engineering strategy has been
proven to be an effective way to manipulate CoA and acetyl-CoA levels and the acetyl-
CoA/CoA ratio. An example is the manipulation of thiamine, biotin and Ca\(^{2+}\) levels as a tool for redistributing carbon flux from pyruvate to \(\alpha\)-ketoglutarate in *T. glabrata*: (1) the carbon flux was blocked at the pyruvate node (69 g/L) with the sub-optimization of vitamins in the fermentation medium; (2) the titer of \(\alpha\)-ketoglutarate reached 10.3 g/L by selectively opening the valve of carbon flux from pyruvate to the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex in the pyruvate carboxylase pathway by increasing the concentrations of thiamine and biotin; (3) the concentration of \(\alpha\)-ketoglutarate (43.7 g/L) was further increased through increasing the pyruvate carboxylase level with Ca\(^{2+}\) present in the fermentation medium\(^{[70]}\).

5. Concluding remarks and future directions

Recently, many studies have demonstrated that the fermentation process from sugar to the target product is not just a simple biochemical reaction but rather a comprehensive network, including the gene regulatory network, protein-protein interaction network, signal transduction network and metabolic network, dependent on the physical and chemical interactions of genes, proteins and metabolites. Therefore, interest in cofactor engineering in the future should be concerned with: (1) identification of the active site of the cofactor in the biochemical reaction, metabolic pathway and metabolic network; (2) evaluation of the effect of the cofactor on the metabolic reaction, pathway and network; (3) finding the threshold values at which the metabolic networks and regulatory networks respond to cofactor changes; (4) development of directed, precise strategies for cofactor manipulation. The increasing availability of genome sequences and accumulation of high-throughput biological data allow us to understand the physiological functions of cofactors and to propose precise strategies for cofactor manipulation of microbial physiology.
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